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Last updated December 15, 2020, you will no doubt have heard the adage that you will never get a second chance to make a good first impression. What many people don't realize is how important first impressions are. As a rule, people judge others within the first 3-5 seconds of meeting them. Judgments are sublimated without conscious thought, so it is important that individuals do their best to make a
good impression both professionally and personally. Often, it is the simplest concept of good manners or business etiquette that is forgotten. Nevertheless, there are steps that everyone can take to improve the impression they make at those important first moments. The basics of good impressions proper business etiquette are: on time. Dress properly for the occasion. Deal respectfully with everyone, such
as surnames. Maintain eye contact, but do not stare. Speak clearly and confidently and don't go through your thoughts and sentences. Provide a firm handshake. Smile, Smile, Smile A Confident, relaxed smile is the best way to reassure others. Scientists have found that smiles are an important social clue, and that other people respond to smiles on both a conscious and subliminal level. If a person smiles
with pleasure, others around them will smile and their brain activity will mimic the activity in the brain of the person who actually started smiling. People have some ability to detect fake smiles, but this ability is not well developed and a good fake smile can fool most people. Whether you really feel it or not, you'll smile when you meet new people and feel happy to meet you indirectly. That feeling resonates
every time they think of you. Good manners never go out of style While your parents should teach you good manners, here's a quick primer on the basics that can really make a difference to your first impressions. Good language manners show your respect for yourself and others. Please, Thank you, and Welcome are not meaningless words. They show others that you value your efforts, thoughts, and/or
generosity. Use socially important words to provide others with clues to their actions the first time they meet. This is especially true when you are involved with your elders. Nevertheless, good manners should not be reserved for the boss and should be extended to everyone you come and go. Maintain consistency with your interactions and avoid others you think are favorites or boss pets. Name In
addition, it shows the degree of friendliness that the other person does not want, so it is rude to use someone's first name unless permission is granted. Always have your title (Mr. Or Mrs. Or Ms.) unless you require the use of a specific name or nickname. And deal with others in the business by last name. In an informal business atmosphere, it may be the case that everyone speaks firstHowever, it is best
to wait for an invitation and avoid offending potential managers and colleagues. Attire and dress It is usually better to be overdressed than underwear. Once again, a person's attire can show respect for the person they are meeting. For example, appearing in a job interview in inappropriate clothing means you either don't understand the job or don't care if you're hired. Suits are usually suitable for office
positions, but clean polo shirts, dress shirts, blouses, khakis and jeans may be suitable for factory and construction jobs. Similarly, whether you are interviewing for a professional job or meeting the parents of a boyfriend/girlfriend, you should always dress modestly. Here, less skin - long skirts, shirts with sleeves, no tight simple colors - blue/navy suits, ties without design hide tattoos - I recommend the idea
of a classy tattoo if you are planning to get one Eye ContactEye contact, another important clue, especially when speaking in person, who does not look at social disadvantages. Most people believe that people who don't make eye contact are lying, avoiding something, or don't have the confidence to interact effectively with others. It's rude to stare at others, but it's important to look into your face, make
regular eye contact when communicating, and sometimes look away. When you first meet people, it's important to take care of your words, especially when it's your turn to answer interview questions. In addition, if you don't speak clearly, if you don't speak as loud as you can hear, others may not understand you. A clear, well-modulated speaking voice is an important social tool, contributing to ease of
communication and a good first impression. Handshake handshakes are an American social ritual, and shaking hands tightly shows confidence and is an important asset to employees. The handshake should be firm, but too much pressure indicates a desire to dominate and can be a negative signal. Keep the handshake friendly and pain-free. It is acceptable to talk about non-business subjects with
employers and fellow employees who do not do anything, but avoid discussing politics or religion. Many people have strong feelings about these topics, and if your opinion differs from theirs, unpleasant discussions can follow. Stick to neutral topics at work so as not to offend your colleagues and bosses. Humor is essential to a fun workplace atmosphere, but tasteless jokes specifically targeting a specific
gender, cultural group, or sensitive topic are not funny and can cause legal difficulties for you and your employer. The same goes for jokes with sexual overrings. Save these jokes for like-for-like friends in your Wednesday night poker game. Finally, we don't speak ill of current or past employers or make malicious gossip about our colleagues.It also applies to online presence on social media, such as
Facebook and Twitter. Employers often monitor comments made on social networks, so if you make negative comments about your work or colleagues, use your privacy settings or another private account. Better yet, don't do it. If you don't want your mom to see your photos or read the comments, keep them away from public pages. Overseas travel Before meeting business people from other countries, it is
wise to educate yourself about the customs of other cultures and the background of the individuals you meet. Behavior that is acceptable or unenthenable in the United States may be considered offensive by people with different social rules. For example, in Japan, business people formally exchange business cards, and in China, it is usually the first meeting to present a small token on behalf of a business.
In some Middle Eastern countries, the predominant religion, Islam, forbids the consumption of alcohol, so the gift of wine, cognac and whiskey would not have been accepted. If you don't know the habits in other countries, you can make a bad impression and create an appearance that you or your company have not researched and prepared in advance. The final word may be obsolescence, but the best
advice may be to treat others as you want to be treated. Friendly and courteous attitude is a good way to make a favorable first impression on the people you meet. When you think about how others recognize you, consider your reaction when you meet different people and emulate the person who made the best first impression on you. Developed by Charles K. Ogden and launched in 1930, the 850-word
list was published in the book Basic English: A General Introduction with Rules and Grammar. For more information on this list, visit Odgen's basic English page. This list is a great starting point for creating a vocabulary that allows you to speak English fluently. This list will help you start strong, but building a more advanced vocabulary will help you improve your English quickly. These vocabulary books will
help you build your vocabulary, especially at advanced levels. Noun 1 - 200 1.Angle 2. Ants 3. Apple 4. Arch 5. Arm 6. Army 7. Baby 8. Bag 9. Ball 10. Band 11. Basin 12.Basket 13. Bus 14. Bed 15. bee16.Bell 17. Berry 18. Bird 19. Blade 20. Board 21. Boat 22. Bone 23. Book 24. Boot 25. Bottle 26. box27.Boy 28. Brain 29. Brake 30. Branch 31.Brick 32. Bridge 33. Brush 34. Bucket 35. Light bulb 36.
Button 37.Cake 38. Camera 39. Card 40. Carriage 41. Cart 42. cat43.Chain 44. Cheese 45. Chess 46. Chin 47. Church 48. Yen 49.Clock 50. Cloud 51.Court 52. Color 53. 54. Code 55. Cow 56. Cup 57. Curtain 58. Cushion 59. Dog 60. Door 61. Drain 62. Drawer 63. Dress 64. Drop 65. ear66.Egg 67. Engine 68. Eyes 69. Face 70. Farm 71. Feather 72. Finger 73. Fish 74. flag75.Floor 76. Fly 77. Foot 78.
Fork 79. Foul 80. Frame 81. Garden 82. Girl 83. Globe 84. Goat 85. Gun 86.Hammer 88. Hand 89. Hat 90. Head 91. Heart 92. Hook 93. Horn 94. Horse 95. Hospital 96. House 97. Island 98. Jewel 99. Kettle 100. Key 101.Knee 102. Knife 103. Knot 104. Leaf 105. Leg 106. Library 107. Line 108. Lip 109. Rock 110. Map 111. Match 112. Monkey 113. March 114. Mouth 115. Muscle 116. Nails 117. Neck 118.
Needle 119. Nerve 120. Net 121. Nose 122. Nut 123. Office 124. Orange 125. Oven 126. Parcel 127. Pen 128. Pencil 129. Figure 130. Pig 131. Pin 132. Pipe 133. Plane 134. Plate 135. Plow 136. Pocket 137. Pot 138. Potatoes 139. Prison 140. Pump 141. Rail 142. Rat 143. Receipt 144. Ring 145. Rod 146. Roof 147. Route 148. Sail 149. School 150. Scissors 151. Screw 152. Seed 153. Sheep 154. Shelf
155. Ship 156. Shirt 157. Shoes 158. Skin 159. Skirt 160. Snake 161. Sock 162. Spade 163. Sponge 164. Spoon 165. Spring 166. Square 167. Stamp 168. star169.Station 170. Stem 171.Stick 172. Stockings 173. Stomach 174. Store 175. Street 176. Table 178.Tail 179 in 177. Thread 180. Throat 181. Thumb 182. Ticket 183. Toe 184. Tongue 185. Teeth 186. Town 187. Train 188. Tray 189. Tree 190.
Trousers 191. Umbrella 192. Wall 193. Watch 194. Wheel 195. Whip 196. Whistle 197. Window 198. Wing 199. Wire 200. Worm basics (verbs, articles, pronouns, prepositions) prepositions)
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